Discussed is a procedure being developed for the clinical assessment of children's phonological patterns. Reviewed are recent developments in the psycholinguistic/sociolinguistic literature which support the basic criteria for the new procedure (such as the provision for child phonology rather than adult phonology). The significance of contextual influences is stressed, and the linguistic and cognitive systems to be considered are outlined. (LS)
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Let's face it. The traditional three position place and manner articulation tests and their variants do not do what they are purported to do. While they expedite clinicians' desires to get data, such data provide only very gross and generally superficial clinical evidence. While deep tests (McDonald, 1964) offer substantially greater clinical opportunities to appraise speech articulation, the particular systematic phonemic variations have limited correspondence to naturally occurring phonetic contexts. Moreover, neither traditional nor deep tests have adequate provision for child phonology. At most, clinicians regard 'deviant' articulatory patterns in terms of such misleading notions as omissions, substitutions, or distortions of adult phonological systems.

It behooves us to develop speech articulation tests or procedures which more adequately reflect naturally occurring behaviors. This paper reports an attempt to develop such a test. The present status of development is on conceptual and formulation levels. Compton, Oller, Daniloff and Stevens, offer similar fully developed clinical assessment procedures.

Relatively recent developments in the psycholinguistic/sociolinguistic literature indicate that differences between child and adult phonology should not be characterized as errors or deviations. Child phonology is not a deviant adult system but a restricted system. Perhaps more importantly, this literature has shown conclusively that verbal behavior must always be viewed in relational or contextual terms rather than independent acts. This perspective extends across the full spectrum of verbal behavior. Chomsky (1965) has argued convincingly that verbal products, namely utterances, issue from grammatical systems that are inextricably related to each other and to underlying cognitive systems. Bloom (1970, 1973) has shown that grammatical structures can only be adequately appreciated by defining their referential functions and contexts. Linguistic systems are defined structurally and partially functionally in terms of co-occurring systems. Underlying cognitive systems, particularly memory processes, are defined in terms of contextual determinants (Jenkins, 1973) and operate under contextual constraints (Johnson, 1965; Yngve, 1960). Contextual evidence appears to be one of the strongest ways of appreciating underlying systems.
The ramifications of contextual evidence are rather direct in the clinic. First, level of performance as defined normatively or psychometrically (ITPA, PPVT, I.Q. tests, Schuell test, Developmental Sentence scores, or types, etc.) is only tangentially related to contextual issues. Second, contextual evidence is relative to underlying dynamic systems rather than absolute (Kagan, 1967). Third, the relativity of contextual evidence provides potentially important information for intervention. Such evidence offers opportunities to establish alternative investments in areas directly related to individual needs. Fourth, individual differences are more fully appreciated by contextual evidence than 'level of performance' evidence. The co-occurring and restricted structures procedure (Muma, 1973) outlines a way of ascertaining contextual influences for syntactic systems. Oller (1973) and Compton (1970) have shown major clinical ramifications of contextual information in child phonology.

Contextual influences are potentially, at least, very broad and pervasive across linguistic and possibly communicative systems. A variety of contextual influences (determinants and/or correlates) have been documented within phonology. Foreward and backward coarticulatory or spreading effects as a function of contextual influences have been well documented by Daniloff and Moll (1968) and many others. Contextual influences obtain both within and across syllabic structure. While we know that contextual influences are evident and pervasive across linguistic systems, we do not know how pervasive such influences may be nor the nature of such influences.

Clearly, the coarticulation literature has shown that contextual influences are richly evident within the phonological system, both within and across syllabic structure. Inasmuch as phonological systems are inextricably tied to other grammatical and cognitive, indeed, social systems, it is at least conceivable that phonological correlates and possibly determinants may extend beyond phonological systems. Menyuk (1972) and Menyuk and Looney (1972), suggested that some deviations in child phonology may reflect restricted knowledge of inflectional or other linguistic systems. Griffith and Miner (1973) and Leonard and Ritterman (1971) indicate that word frequency relates significantly to 'correct' or 'incorrect' production of speech sounds. Wicklegren (1966) and Saxman and Miller (1973) argued, with evidence, that phonological deviations are intimately tied to memory processing. It is conceivable that other grammatical and related cognitive systems may have differential influence on phonetic contexts.
Given the significance of contextual influences, it is reasonable to assume that clinical assessment of phonological patterns should meet the following three criteria:

(a) Extend across not only phonological but other grammatical and related cognitive systems.
(b) Provide for child phonology as opposed to an orientation exclusively on adult phonology.
(c) Ascertain individual performance in terms of one's grammatical systems rather than a comparison of level of individual performance to normative performance.

A clinical assessment procedure is now being conceptualized and formulated to meet these criteria. The following outline shows the nature and scope of inquiries across various linguistic and cognitive systems.

**Phonetic**
1. Number of syllables in target words.
2. Loci of target syllables in target-words.
4. Distinctive feature portrayal of target syllables.

**Syntactic**
1. Form class of target words
2. Sentence type
3. Slot function of target words
4. Morphological markers (inflection) specific to target sound.

**Semantic**
1. Sentence function of target word
2. Animateness of target word
3. Case of target word

**Memory**
1. Primacy/recency effects (within syllable, word string, sentence string).

**Stability**
1. Three replications

Phonetic contexts will be defined by a code for syllabic structure and phonetic feature clusters for each phoneme in a given syllable. The present version deals only with the /s/ phoneme. Subsequent versions will extend to other phonemes.
My wife and I conducted a four month survey of all words containing an /s/ phoneme in a dictionary for the elementary grades. We identified and coded approximately five thousand words. The syllable in which an /s/ appeared was coded for syllabic structure, loci of target syllable in the word, number of syllables in the word, and relative stress of the target syllable. The syllabic code maintained phoneme identities thereby allowing the assignment of feature clusters. Irwin and I compiled a phonetic feature list to be used in the assignment process. The lists were derived from the Chomsky and Halle (1968) and Ladefoged (1971) feature lists. The present feature list does not extend into child phonology. Eventually it will hopefully contain that capability as recommended by Compton, Daniloff, and Oller. The phonetic feature list includes: oral, voiced, continuant, movement, lateral, labialize, tense, fusion, high, mid, low, bilabial, labio-dental, lingua-dental, lingua-alveolar, lingua-palatal, glottal, open, approximation, obstruction, and occlusion.

Syntactic contexts are identified according to the following:
(a) Form class of target words
(b) Sentence type
(c) Slot function of target words
(d) Inflectional markers associated with the target word

Semantic contexts are identified by case functions of target words and animateness of target words. Memory functions will be calculated in terms of primacy/recency effects within syllables, word, and sentence strings.

Verification of performance for selected contexts can be made by having a client repeat selected contexts.

Irwin and I have conducted a frequency distribution study of the syllable codes which issued from our dictionary search of /s/ 'words'. Irwin will now present a brief summary of that study.
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